European biomass research network - Members cooperation agreement

I certify, on behalf of my institute, that the information contained in the application is correct and that my organisation has agreed to take part to the European Biomass Research Network.

The institute confirm its interest to cooperate with the other EUBREN Members in order to carry on new research initiatives and projects, participating to the activities and to the exchange of knowledge promoted by the Network.

I certify that my institute will be able to communicate with both EUBREN administrator and its members, with english speaking staff and english written documents.

As member of EUBREN, the institute will participate to the annual general meeting organized by the administrator in order to plan activities and work on new project and initiatives. In the case it will be impossible to participate to the meetings, the institute hereby declares to provide a letter of delegation to EUBIA.

EUBIA confirmed its role. The association will be assisting all EUBREN members, securing a continuous communication and management activity, in compliance with the network needs and members requests.

The applicant hereby declares to admit the role of the European Biomass Industry Association as the responsible in charge of EUBREN coordination and management.

Yours sincerely

__________________________________________

Signature and Name of legal representative:

Title/ position in the organization:

Name of the applicant institute: